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This article presents the outcome of Dorothea Staes’ doctoral research, focusing on the European Court of Human Rights’ use of external instruments to interpret and apply the European Convention on Human Rights. On the basis of an examination of 136 Grand Chamber cases, it both maps and evaluates the practice of external referencing. The results shed light on the quantitative and qualitative characteristics of external referencing, as exercised by the European Court of Human Rights. This addresses two important research gaps. Firstly, it comprehensively analyses the referencing practice based on an exhaustive case study (all the Grand Chamber cases between the Court’s key-case of Demir and Baykara v. Turkey of 12 November 2008 and the end of 2015). Secondly, the work evaluates the phenomenon of external referencing both from a users’ and a legality perspective. Doing so, it includes a (legal) framework to support (and to put boundaries to) the referencing practice, addressing some of the criticism that the Strasbourg Court has faced in legal doctrine.

My doctoral research roots in the inter-university project on “human rights integration” and focuses, more particularly, on the issue of normative integration in the context of the European Court of Human Rights.

When having a look at the architecture of this Court, situated in Strasbourg, you will see a well-structured and neat building. Metaphorically, this design sketches the Court’s internal normative context, which is plain and straightforward: the Court interprets and applies the European Convention on Human Rights and its Protocols. When we focus on the external normative context, however, the image is more complex, rather comparable to a jungle.¹ In the global fragmented legal setting, multiple normative instruments circulate, such as international treaties, recommendations, opinions of legal experts, case law of various judicial bodies, and so on.² For decades already, the European Court of Human Rights makes use of this unstructured and pluralist context, i.e. by importing external instruments to support the interpretation and application of its principal legal source, being the European Convention on Human Rights. We call this phenomenon the Court’s
“external referencing practice”.

Some aspects of the European Court on Human Rights’ referencing practice are controversial, criticized not only by States but also by legal doctrine. Several authors point at the lack of coherence and transparency of the method of referencing, which is not anchored in a clear legal basis. It is said that the practice is one of “cherry-picking”, whereby the Court selectively “picks and chooses” those external instruments that support a certain preferred outcome to a case, while ignoring others. Critical voices also echo loudly when the Court uses non-ratified legal « sources » or soft instruments as a means to push forward – to “evolve” – the interpretation of the European Convention on Human Rights. Such external references go against an international scholarship that teaches us how « the law » should be backed up by binding State consent.

Admittedly, the European Court of Human Rights aimed at a better explanation of its referencing practice in the case of Demir and Baykara v. Turkey. This judgment brought a right to collective bargaining between employers and employees under the scope of Article 11 of the European Convention on Human Rights, on the freedom of association. In 2006, a Chamber of the Court supported this evolutive interpretation by referring to two articles of the European Social Charter – an external instrument. This was controversial since Turkey had explicitly refused to ratify both of these provisions. In 2008, the Grand Chamber in Demir and Baykara v. Turkey upheld the outcome of the Chamber’s judgment. To demonstrate the international developments on the right to bargaining collectively, the Grand Chamber referred to additional external instruments such as the European Union Charter of Fundamental Rights and several Conventions of the International Labour Organization. The Grand Chamber also included in its judgment a separate heading, entitled: “Interpretation of the ECHR in the light of other international instruments”, in which it aimed to explain and illustrate its practice of importing external instruments. The Grand Chamber said in particular that the Court

...in defining the meaning of terms and notions in the text of the Convention, can and must take into account elements of international law other than the Convention, the interpretation of such elements by competent organs, and the practice of European States reflecting their common values. The consensus emerging from specialised international instruments and from the practice of Contracting States may constitute a relevant consideration for the Court when it interprets the provisions of the Convention in specific cases.

Regarding the ratification record of the relevant external instruments, the Court
added that

[In this context, it is not necessary for the respondent State to have ratified the entire collection of instruments that are applicable in respect of the precise subject matter of the case concerned. It will be sufficient for the Court that the relevant international instruments denote a continuous evolution in the norms and principles applied in international law or in the domestic law of the majority of member States of the Council of Europe and show, in a precise area, that there is common ground in modern societies.]

The Grand Chamber case of Demir and Baykara v. Turkey represents the first and only occasion on which the European Court of Human Rights elaborates extensively on its technique of external referencing. Although a clarification of the methodology was more than welcome, the Grand Chamber, in Demir and Baykara, did not succeed in achieving that goal. When looking at this case in further detail, it appears that the Grand Chamber did not provide much more than a disjointed enumeration of interpretation principles and scattered illustrations of instruments that had been imported in earlier Strasbourg cases. In our estimation, the paragraphs on “Interpretation of the ECHR in the light of other international instruments” as they appear in Demir and Baykara, do not suffice in meeting the expectations of the reader who wants to gain a good insight into the referencing practice. Firstly, the legal basis of the referencing practice lacks precision. Secondly, the categorization of imported “international instruments” is confusing. Thirdly, the Grand Chamber does not address the specific challenges relating to the soft or non-binding character of the imported instruments. Fourthly, there are mixed messages as to whether or not the references are obligatory. Finally, the Grand Chamber is not very systematic in defining the functions of the referencing practice.

Thus, the Strasbourg Court’s elaboration on its referencing practice is incomplete, not precise and unconvincing. It does not offer a comprehensive understanding of the external referencing practice including its underlying method and neither does it reflect an adequate response to criticisms of cherry-picking and judicial activism. These shortcomings have inspired the central research questions of the doctoral thesis. The first goes as follows: What exactly are the characteristics of the Court’s external references? The second question addresses whether and how the referencing practice can be embedded in a justifying framework.
An omnipresent, comprehensive and diverse referencing practice

To map the Strasbourg Court’s references to external instruments, my doctoral research builds on a case study that exhaustively includes all the Grand Chamber cases issued between Demir and Baykara of 12 November 2008 and the end of 2015 – 136 cases in total. It covers all the references that appear in the judgments’ “law” section, where the Court – after the section that elaborates on the “facts” – develops its legal argumentation.

Quantitatively, the Grand Chamber of the European Court of Human Rights refers to external instruments in about 70 percent of its cases. This happens on a constant basis, without visible peaks or troughs over the years. In all its specific forms and functions, the referencing practice thus occurs in a large majority of judgments. The following table shows the exact number and percentage of Grand Chamber cases that refer to external instruments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Number of Grand Chamber cases referring to external instruments</th>
<th>Percentage of Grand Chamber cases referring to external instruments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>72 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>68 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>80 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>65 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>77 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>63 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>65 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Qualitatively, the thesis demonstrates that the Grand Chamber of the European Court of Human Rights has a comprehensive view on the external normative setting: it imports instruments of a very diverse nature. Ratione materiae, the Court references instruments that are situated both within the human rights domain (such as, for example, the United Nations Convention on the Rights of
Persons with Disabilities\textsuperscript{48}) and outside the human rights domain (such as, for example, various instruments on international humanitarian law\textsuperscript{49}). \textit{Ratione personae}, the cited materials are often tailored to specific groups of persons such as the protection of prisoners\textsuperscript{10}, children\textsuperscript{11}, workers\textsuperscript{12}, etc. The Court imports instruments of a national\textsuperscript{13}, regional\textsuperscript{14} and universal\textsuperscript{15} scope, which are issued by different actors such as States\textsuperscript{16}, international organisations\textsuperscript{17}, independent expert groups\textsuperscript{18}, or non-governmental organisations\textsuperscript{19}. Finally, the Grand Chamber finds an argumentative support in instruments of a varying legal status. It is striking how both binding\textsuperscript{20} and non-binding\textsuperscript{21} instruments influence the Court’s interpretation of the European Convention on Human Rights. The approach of the European Court of Human Rights to its legal sources and interpretative tools is thus more open, more global and less state centric than a formal positivist stance would suggest.\textsuperscript{22}

The examination of Strasbourg Grand Chamber cases further shows that the referencing practice is not unequivocal, but covers diverse functions. The practice is not necessarily coordinative: the Court sometimes dismisses the external instruments. This means that it cites them but, at the same time, ignores or contradicts their content.\textsuperscript{23} The dismissive references, contrary to what you might expect, do usually not protect the interpretation of the European Convention on Human Rights from detrimental external influences. Rather, because of dismissing of external standards offering a higher protection, they prevent a progressive development of the European Convention.\textsuperscript{24} Besides the references with a dismissive character, the normative importations generally fit a spirit of coordination and convergence. For instance, external instruments are used to define notions of the Convention, such as « torture »\textsuperscript{25} or ‘(racial) discrimination’\textsuperscript{26}. They are also helpful to stress and define notions that are not mentioned in the Convention, such as « genocide »\textsuperscript{27}, « child’s best interest »\textsuperscript{28}, or »non-refoulement”\textsuperscript{29}. In addition, external instruments serve to specify some « positive » requirements under the Convention, such as a State’s positive obligation to combat stereotypes.\textsuperscript{30} References also support the establishment of a European or international consensus or trend in human rights protection. A State not following such a trend, will generally receive less freedom of discretion from the European Court of Human Rights.\textsuperscript{31} European or international developments (leading, for example, to the observation of a « trend », a « consensus » or an « evolution of society ») receive even more weight when they stimulate an evolutive interpretation of the European Convention on Human Rights. Based on external normative developments, the Court has acknowledged, for example, a principle of “retrospectiveness” of a more lenient criminal law\textsuperscript{22}, a right to object the military service for reasons of conscience\textsuperscript{33}, the right of legally incapacitated persons to direct access the courts to seek restoration of their capacity\textsuperscript{24}, and a prohibition of discrimination between male and female military personnel regarding rights to parental leave.\textsuperscript{35} Finally, the external referencing practice may pursue a
“harmonious interpretation”, which mostly appears when a respondent State invokes external international obligations to justify its interference with human rights.36

The analysis of the characteristics of the Court’s referencing practice adds to pre-existing research since it goes beyond an examination of certain particular references. Instead, it offers data on the overall prevalence rate of the practice, on the full range of imported instruments, and on every single function that these instruments fulfill in the Court’s reasoning. As a result, the research examines the phenomenon of external referencing in a manner that exceeds its controversial aspects. In fact, it shows – and this is a key finding of the research – that the most controversial phenomenon of the Court explicitly expanding the interpretation of the Convention on the basis of non-binding instruments is extremely rare. Moreover, it demonstrates that explicit evolutive interpretations based on a mix of non-binding and binding external instruments, do no longer occur in the Grand Chamber’s most recent judgments.37 The dynamic effects of the Court’s references are often more implicit or subtle, influencing very specific arguments and legal criteria.

Finally, the systematic character of the study has strengthened insights on the position of the external instruments in the process of interpretation. The work argues that they hold a position in between the “facts” and the “law” of the case. For that reason, it recommends the inclusion of a separate heading in the Court’s judgments – in between the “facts” and the “law” – entitled “relevant external instruments”. To our opinion, this section should mention all the instruments that, in a particular case, exercise a normative effect on the interpretation of the European Convention on Human Rights. This recommendation does not come out of the blue; it had been inspired by the Strasbourg case of Ališić and Others v. Bosnia and Herzegovina and Others, where the Court – to my knowledge for the first and only time – created an additional heading in between the “facts” and the “law” of the case, entitled “relevant international law and practice”.38
A justification for the referencing practice

As is well known, the methodology of the referencing practice lacks clarity and structure. Neither the case of Demir and Baykara v. Turkey nor the cases issued after this judgment offer a comprehensive justification for the varying functions that external instruments may have in a legal reasoning. How could we close this validity gap? The doctoral thesis, inspired by the outcome of the case study, creates a normative framework that justifies the referencing practice from a users’ perspective and then seeks to improve its methodology from a legality perspective.

The users’ perspective

The inter-university project on “human rights integration”, in which my research is embedded, has suggested the following research angle: the study of human rights law through the perspective of its users. When reasoning from a users’ perspective, the actors that practically engage with human rights are put in the center of attention. These actors are called “human rights users”, alluding to “any individual or composite entity who engages with (uses) human rights” and thus to “those individuals and entities whose interest in human rights law is not of a scholarly nature, but of a utilitarian one: human rights law is something they need to, or want to work with”.

Introducing this perspective, the doctoral thesis develops arguments that justify the referencing practice by the needs and the lived experiences of the users of the law, including rights holders, judges and duty bearers (i.e. the States). The main arguments relate to the principles of the universality and the indivisibility of human rights.

The Strasbourg Court, when importing instruments providing a higher or a more specific human rights protection standard (compared to the one that applies under the European Convention), usually adapts its own standard accordingly, or it narrows the States’ freedom of discretion on that basis. The references thus progressively serve the ideal of treating like cases alike, stimulating the development of a global *ius communis*. This works to the advantage of the universality of human rights, as well as to the interests of human rights holders in receiving a consistent and fair administration of fundamental rights. From a rights holders’ perspective, it would be invalid not to expand the effects of external higher protection levels. According to Letsas, universality (and legality) require treating like cases alike and extending the benefit of the moral principles justifying human rights equally to all. Laurence Burgorgue-Larsen holds in this context that

Il est tantôt question d’assurer la cohérence de systèmes dont les principes de fonctionnement sont similaires: on retrouve alors ici la logique de système,
c’est l’idéal systémique; tantôt il s’agit in fine de faire prévaloir une vision >commune des droits de la personne humaine voire de leur degré de protection, c’est l’idéal humaniste.  

Besides stressing the universality of human rights, external referencing strengthens the principle of the indivisibility of human rights, namely when the European Court on Human Rights makes use of social and economic human rights for the interpretation of the Convention (which itself mainly includes civil and political rights). For example, in Demir and Baykara v. Turkey, the Court, with the help of the European Social Charter and some Conventions of the International Labour Organization, revised its case law by integrating a right to collective bargaining into the right to freedom of association protected by Article 11 of the European Convention on Human Rights. Such an approach highlights the interdependence of (different generations of) human rights and avoids a fragmented view on the experiences and identities of the rights holders.

The external instruments also offer the users of human rights a valuable tool for adding strength to their arguments. Indeed (Third) parties and judges introduce external instruments to persuade their respective audiences, profiting from the “persuasive authority” of the cited references.

The referencing practice has the potential to serve the users’ interests. Regrettably, this does not imply that the European Court of Human Rights always lives up to this potential. For example, while some of the Court’s references increase the protection standards under the Convention (to the benefit of certain human rights users), it also happens that the Court does not give any effect to the higher standards that it imports. Moreover, the referencing practice is prone to some inertia in human rights protection. In some cases, indeed, the Court does not feel the urge to move forward in human rights protection because other (judicial) bodies or normative instruments are not moving forward either. Such a spirit upholds the lowest common denominator in the protection of fundamental rights. Another risk vis-à-vis human rights protection exists when the external instruments point at other – possibly conflicting – States’ obligations or public interests, such as, for example, the need to criminalize environmental offences. Such obligations or public interest do not necessarily stimulate the human rights protection, but might rather excuse a State’s interference with human rights.

The legality perspective

In order to keep the Court’s credibility high in the eyes of all the users of human
rights law, the Court should enhance its method of referencing. The use of a transparent legal framework could be of help. So far, however, the Court did not do sufficient efforts in creating such a justifying basis. To strengthen the legality of the references, the doctoral thesis develops a comprehensive interpretative framework that consists of three dimensions.

The first dimension mobilizes Article 53 of the European Convention on Human Rights.\(^{57}\) This provision reflects a rule of interpretation functioning as a “human rights safeguard”: it ensures a peaceful coexistence between the European Convention and higher external human rights standards. In a national context, Article 53 prevents a conflict of norms and requires the national authorities to give precedence to the highest applicable level of protection.\(^{58}\) Article 53 of the Convention is not often addressed, nor by the Court’s case law nor by legal doctrine.\(^{59}\) What does this provision require from the Strasbourg judges? The doctoral thesis suggests that the message of Article 53 - in a context of the Strasbourg judges interpreting the European Convention - is twofold. In its procedural aspect, it allows the Court to sanction States that refer to standards of the European Convention in order to explain why they do not live up to their other - higher and applicable - human rights obligations. In its substantive aspect, Article 53 of the European Convention on Human Rights justifies the integration of higher levels of protection into the interpretation of the Convention.\(^{60}\) There is one main condition: the higher standards have to be ratified and applicable in each and every Member State of the Council of Europe. Thus, soft law and non-ratified conventions do not reflect a “higher external human rights standard” in the sense of Article 53. Article 53 of the European Convention also hinders external instruments offering lower standards to instigate a downward spiral in the interpretation of the European Convention on Human Rights. Accordingly, the human rights’ safeguard of Article 53 of the European Convention blocks a referencing practice that leads to a race-to-the-bottom in human rights protection.\(^{61}\)

The second dimension makes use of Article 31 paragraph 3 © of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, which aims at a systemic integration through harmonious interpretation.\(^{62}\) This provision mandates the Court to integrate external norms applicable between the parties. The doctoral thesis argues that this provision covers external human rights instruments too\(^{63}\) under the condition they are ratified by all the Member States of the Council of Europe.\(^{64}\) As such, it forces the Court to interpret the European Convention in the light of higher or more specific human rights standards that are enshrined in other instruments such as, for example, the United Nations International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights or the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child - which are ratified by all Member States of the Council of Europe.

The Court, surprisingly and regrettably, almost never uses Article 31 paragraph 3
© of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties for this purpose. Instead, it limits the relevance of the provision to a systemic integration between human rights law and general international law (and thus not between provisions of the Convention and standards that appear in other human rights treaties). Usually, the Court cites Article 31 paragraph 3 © for a very specific purpose, namely to stress the importance of “harmonious interpretation” – and of not reading the European Convention “in a vacuum” – when rules of international law risks to conflict with obligations under the European Convention on Human Rights. The legal doctrine that has criticized the Court for (mis)using Article 31 paragraph 3 © to import non-ratified treaties or soft law to push for dynamic interpretations, thus somewhat misses ground. Our expansive study of Strasbourg cases shows that, generally, the Grand Chamber does not use Article 31 paragraph 3 © of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties for that aim.

The third dimension of the framework combines the general rules of treaty interpretation of the Vienna Convention, which cover the following elements: the text of the treaty, the importance (of some degree of) State consent, the internal and external context of the treaty, and the object and purpose of treaty. A holistic reading of these rules may justify a referencing method that leads to an evolutive and-or an effective treaty interpretation. At the same time, the holistic approach puts boundaries to the referencing practice. It inter alia requires the Court to pay due respect to the object and purpose of the Convention (which implies, inter alia, the prohibition of backward – “regressive” – interpretations) as well as to the perspective of the States, as an aspect of consensual interpretation. In the specific area of human rights protection, some flexibility is nonetheless allowed. Human rights law is a lex specialis fuelled by values of human dignity capable of transcending the dictates of States. For this reason, we are of the opinion that a dynamic human rights interpretation should not necessarily be backed up by a full State consent. This seems of high relevance in a context of adjudicating human rights, which are often broadly framed, have specific “aims and objects” and have evolved as a result of States voluntarily giving up some aspects of their sovereignty. On the other hand, the interpretation of the European Convention – an international treaty with a subsidiary role must respect the rules of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties. Therefore, some boundaries are necessary.

Such boundaries can be set by requiring evolutive interpretations to reflect “opinio juris under the Convention”. The concept of “opinio juris under the treaty” corresponds to a combined reading of the rules of the Vienna Convention, without losing sight of the specificity of human rights law. Under this interpretative framework, an evolutive interpretation can be based on an emerging or an ambiguous State consensus, which can be demonstrated by external (and internal) ‘hard’ instruments. In addition, the incomplete – emerging or ambiguous – consensus has to be confirmed by an opinio juris. To proof an opinio
juris, a wide diversity of external instruments can be useful, including those of a judicial, soft and non-binding nature. Here, soft instruments pointing at some ‘State practice’ or ‘State agreement’ can be of particular relevance. Article 31 paragraphs 3 (a) and (b) of the Vienna Convention indeed require to take such instruments into account (without obliging to give them a binding effect).

While the first and second dimension mandate a coordinative integration of law applicable in all the Member States, the third dimension allows references to a wide diversity of instruments as a persuasive support to a dynamic argument or position.

Summarized in a table, the proposed legal framework looks as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Safeguarding human rights</td>
<td>Harmonious interpretation, systemic integration, anti-fragmentation</td>
<td>Mainly: evolutive and effective interpretation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of external provision</th>
<th>Human rights provisions applicable in all Member States</th>
<th>All external provisions applicable in all Member States</th>
<th>Binding, non-binding, and soft provisions applicable in all the provisions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Force of the external context</td>
<td>Mandatory coordinative integration (binding force)</td>
<td>Mandatory coordinative integration (binding force)</td>
<td>Optional and persuasive integration, under the condition of an emerging or ambiguous consensus confirmed by opinio juris (no binding force)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We started this article by comparing the Court’s external normative context to a jungle. The thesis shows how the Strasbourg judges are using the lianas of this jungle to connect with the other organisms, for instance with other treaties, with judgments of other Courts, or with recommendations issued by other organisations. This is a valuable practice. Organisms do not live in isolation, but
they are part of a wider ecosystem. There is also a “law of the jungle”, which the Court, however, does not take sufficiently into account. If the European Court of Human Rights would embed referencing practice in a more consistent and precise legal framework, its external importations would bring some structure to the jungle. This does not mean that the forest should suddenly be transformed into a neatly organized cornfield. The art is not to replace pluralism by unity. Some diversity in protection mechanisms is inevitable and useful. The art is to coordinate and to find a balance between tendencies of divergence and convergence in a manner that does justice to the interests of the users of human rights.
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